Nanoporous gold electrode as a platform for the construction of an electrochemical DNA hybridization biosensor.
The application of a nanoporous gold electrode (NPGE) in the fabrication of an electrochemical sensing system for the detection of single base mismatches (SBMs) using ferrocene-modified DNA probe has been investigated in the present manuscript. Ferrocene carboxylic acid is covalently attached to the amino-modified probe using EDC/NHS chemistry. By covalent attachment of the redox reporter molecules on the top of DNA, the direct oxidation of the ferrocene on the electrode surface is avoided. On the other hand, the electrochemical signals are amplified by anodizing the electrode surface and converting it to nanoporous form. By improving the sensitivity of the biosensor, the different SBMs including the thermodynamically stable G-A and G-T mismatches, can be easily distinguished. In this research, NPGE was prepared by anodization and chemical reduction of Au surface and used for signal amplification. Nanoporous electrode enhances the sensitivity of DNA biosensor and makes it capable to detect complementary target DNA in sub-nanomole scales.